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Subject:        Letter of Clarification 2 for Public Services HOPWA Notice of Funding 

Availability (NOFA) - T32474 

 
To all prospective Applicants: 
 
This Letter of Clarification is issued for the following reason: 

• To provide responses to the questions received from prospective Applicants prior to the 
deadline to submit questions: 

 
 Question Answer 

1 Once the application is uploaded to the portal, will 
we receive a successful confirmation notice? 

Yes, you should receive a confirmation of a successful 
submission.  

2 On page 6 of 33, T-7, In what format do we 
“provide evidence of site control”? 

This could be a copy of the Lease in the agency’s name, 
Occupancy Permit with the agency name, anything that 
legally confirms the agency has site control. 

3 In what format do you want the “leveraging” 
information? 

The leveraging should be cash leverage and it will be 
indicated on the completed budget.  

4 How much time is allocated in the portal to 
actually upload the 22 tabs/files?  Does the portal 
upload process have a timed-out feature? 

As long as the user remains active on the portal site, 
the portal will not timeout. If the user leaves the portal 
site open and idle, for security reasons it will time out. 
In addition, if the user uploads any single file over 50 
MB, the portal may time out. Our guidance is for the 
user to have all documents ready to upload before 
accessing the portal site.  Please check and ensure that 
no single file is over 50 MB.  

5 Part 3, letter E, The Second paragraph requires an 
organization chart and narrative; is this the same 
as Part 19 under the required application content? 

This organization chart is to highlight the program, 
along with the staff positions. 
Part 19 is the organizations organizational chart. 

6 Part 14—is the “By” box on the conflict of interest 
disclosure the signature line? 

Yes, the “By” box is a signature line.  
 



7 Part 3, Section D, In the Administration section the 
number of unduplicated clients served monthly is 
required.  Should this be the number served 
annually? 

This is correct.  “Provide an estimated number of 
unduplicated clients to be served monthly by the 
proposed program.” In your narrative you are welcome 
to explain more.  

8 Per directive presented in the Notice of Funding 
under the Scope of Work please clarify if the costs 
for program personnel are only allowed under the 
7% cap proposed under Sponsor Administration. 

The 7% cap is the administrative costs allowed under 
the HOPWA program rules.  This 7% is only for 
administrative costs. 

9 For leveraging contribution, please clarify if the 
leverage will only apply to HOPWA population 
including family members or overall community 
supported by GW programs. 

The leverage is applied only to the program requesting 
HOPWA funds.  This will be indicated in the completed 
budget.  

10 For the MOUs, I understand that they will not be a 
part of the narrative page count, but do we embed 
the MOUs within the narrative or upload them 
separately in the portal? 

You may do either. Both are acceptable. 

11 Can the cost of Vocational Training for participants 
be allocated under Supportive Services to support 
their employment journey? 
 

An essential component in providing housing assistance 
for this targeted special needs population is the 
coordination and delivery of support services. 
Consequently, HOPWA funds also may be used for 
services including (but not limited to) assessment and 
case management, substance abuse treatment, mental 
health treatment, nutritional services, job training and 
placement assistance, and assistance with daily living. 

12 Our current approved indirect cost rate of 22% will 
expire 12/31/2022. We anticipate getting approval 
for a flat rate of 10% beginning 1/1/2023. When 
completing the administration/indirect cost section 
of our budget, can we use the 10% in our 
calculation? 

You will use the calculation your agency will presume to 
be using should a grant be awarded. 

13 As it relates to section E below, do these 
Organizational Charts differ from one another?  
  
E. ORGANIZATION CAPACITY AND CAPABILITY 
  
Provide an organizational chart that illustrates and 
a narrative that describes the administrative 
framework and staff positions, indicating where 
the proposed project will fit into the organizational 
structure, and identifying any staff positions of 
shared responsibility. (Page limit: 2)  
  
Document your organizations’ accomplishments 
and/or qualifications to administer the proposed 
HOPWA program; including resumes, job 
descriptions describing the experience, education, 
certifications and qualifications of the individuals 
who will implement the proposed project.  Include 
your agency organizational chart of current and 
program related personnel.  Include any issues that 
the City should be aware of, any outstanding 

The first mention of the organization chart is to 
highlight the program, along with the staff positions. 
 
The second mention of the organization chart is the 
overall agency’s organization.  
 



monitoring or audit findings, and any other 
relevant information. (Page limit: 1) 

14 As it relates to the budget, do we only include 
Direct Personnel or do we also add Administrative 
Staff as well? 

The budget is to be comprehensive of the funding that 
is being requested.  This would include 
administrative/indirect costs and program/direct costs. 

15 “S11. Application Submission: 5 Points Five (5) 
points will be given for Applications that are 
submitted in tabbed pdf.” 
  
On the HCD Document Submission Portal, should 
we attach and upload our supporting documents 
as separate/individual file attachments (i.e., Parts 
1-22 totaling 22 attachments)? Or should we 
submit a single combined PDF Application with 
each section bookmarked/tabbed within the PDF? 
Or both? 

You should upload each document to the portal 
separately, but clearly labeled so that document name 
correlates to the required item on the checklist. 

16 Also, for Part 21: Licenses, do we attach any 
licenses relevant to our project or are there 
specific licenses you’re looking for? 

These are licenses relevant to the project proposed. 

17 In reference to the last paragraph listed in item E 
on the RFP that states: 
“Include your agency organizational chart of 
current and program related personnel” 
Can the organizational chart be uploaded as a 
separate document or must it be embedded in the 
narrative? 

It may be uploaded as a separate document. 
 

19 Under Part 3e. “Organization Capacity and 
Capability”, part of the prompt asks: 
  
“Provide an organizational chart that illustrates 
and a narrative that describes the administrative 
framework and staff positions, indicating where 
the proposed project will fit into the organizational 
structure, and identifying any staff positions of 
shared responsibility. (Page limit: 2)” 
  
How would this differ from Part 19 which is also 
"Organization Chart and Narrative"? Also in the 2-
page limit on that piece of Part 3e, do the pages of 
the organizational chart count toward the limit or 
does the page limit refer to the narrative piece 
only? Our concern is that due to the size of our 
organization, the organizational chart alone is 
already multiple pages. 

Organizational chart does not count towards the page 
limit.  
 
Part 19 should be the agency’s organizational chart 
with any narrative related to the organizational chart. 

20 I am clicking the following link and it does not let 
me download the documents.  
https://houstontx.gov/housing/funding.html#nofa 
Is it possible to email me the form? 

This issue has been corrected. Please access documents 
at https://houstontx.gov/housing/funding.html#nofa  

 
 
This Letter of Clarification will be considered part of the solicitation referenced on the first page 
of this document. 

https://houstontx.gov/housing/funding.html#nofa
https://houstontx.gov/housing/funding.html#nofa


 
It is the responsibility of the Applicant to ensure that it has obtained all such letter(s). By 
submitting application on this project, Applicants shall be deemed to have received all Letter(s) 
of Clarification and to have incorporated them into their applications. 
 
 
Thank you,  
 
Andrea Smith  
Administration Manager  
Finance   
832.394.6249 


